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In this talk, I examine the operator movement and its projection property in Japanese and their 

differences from English counterparts, and I will argue for a new generalization regarding null operator 

(Op) in Japanese. Taking a closer look, the distribution of Op differs between English and Japanese. For 

example, English free relative sentence does not have its exact counterpart in Japanese, which has to 

utilize overt externally-headed relative clauses. I interpret this as indicating that a null Op-movement 

from the argument position in Japanese is prohibited. This is contrasted with English, where it is 

assumed that null Op-movement from an argument position is possible. For example, it is assumed 

(since Chomsky 1977) that the tough construction involves movement of null operator from an argument 

position while Japanese counterpart with a bare CP assuming the null Op-movement is impossible. On 

the other hand, Op-movement in comparatives or temporal clauses seems to be allowed in Japanese. I 

will show that the contrast can be explained based on the labeling theory (Chomsky 2013), by claiming 

that the Op has to project itself as a label in order to be interpreted as an argument and it can be projected 

only once in the derivation. Japanese Op in comparatives or temporal clauses, which is base-generated 

at adjunct positions, does not project at the externally merged positions thus can be projected later at the 

internally merged positions while Op in free relatives or tough constructions already projected when it 

is externally merged with null nominal variable thus cannot project again later, leading to 

ungrammaticality. Assuming NP/DP parameter (Bošković2008), English Op is a D, thus always projects 

at the base-generated position when it is externally merged with a NP variable, and what is moved is the 

projected DP, which can be interpreted as an argument anywhere.  

 


